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Kokil, Muhammad Umar—ITlughkhan no Gujarat Vijaya.
(Gujarat! text). SFGST. VI, Ft. 3, pp. 345-361. [1274
Ulughkhan's conquest of Gujarat. Throws light on the history of
Ulughkhan, the General of Allauddin Khilji who for the first time
brought Gujarat under Muslim rule. Based on material which has
hitherto remained unutilised.
Munshi, K. ML—The Early Aryans in Gujarat. Thakkar
Vassanji Madhavaji Lectures, University of Bombay.
7"x4H", PP. iii+ 120. University of Bombay, 1941. [1275
"Mr. Munshi elaborates a theme which he had touched upon in a
short article in the Indian Antiquary about 20 years ago. The lectures
undertake the admittedly difficult task of giving an account of the
entry and achievements of the Aryans in Gujarat in prehistoric times.
The main thesis of Mr. Munshi is as follows: —The Bhrigus and the
Haihayas were Aryans of 'the outer band* who had entered India
much earlier than the Aryans of 'the inner band', who were mainly
the authors of the Vedic literature. The Bhrigus were closely associa-
ted with the Saryatas, who were the first Aryan tribe to occupy
Gujarat. Children of Saryata, Anata, Reva and Revata have given
their names to northern Gujarat, the Narmada and the mount Raivata
respectively. The Haihayas where the eastern neighbours of the
Bhrigus and the Saryatas were occupying the territories between the
Betva and the Jumna and often carried their victorious arms right
up to Benares. Later on there arose a conflict between the Bhrigus
and the Haihayas, the battle of which were fought in Gujarat. The
famous Battle of Ten Kings mentioned in the Rigveda is also con-
nected with this conflict". A. S. Altekar, JBHU. VII, Pt. 2, pp. 221-222.
Sandesara, fihogilal—Gujarat na Madhyakalin Itihas ni
Ketlifc Sadhan Samagri. (Gujarat! text). SFGST. VI,
Pt. 2, pp. 212-228.	[1276
Some material for the mediaeval history of Gujarat.
Produces six stray pages of old manuscripts discovered by him.
They are of l6th and I7th centuries and deal with geological tables
and historical events of the Chalukyan and Waghela dynasties of the
nth to I3th centuries.
Sankalia, H, D.—The Early Mediaeval Temples of Gujarat
and Treatises on Architecture- JOBS. Ill, Pt. 2,
pp. 73-76.	[1277
Compares the building of temples in Gujarat with the directions on
temple building given in the books on architecture and the Pur anas.

